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CUNY May Consolidate Academic Programs

By Rafael A. Olmeda

An advisory committee appointed by Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds released a plan early last December that曼哈顿 to consolidate academic programs offered at several campuses throughout the CUNY system.

The report by the Chancellor's Advisory Committee recommends a better coordination of CUNY's existing programs, getting students to take courses at colleges other than the ones in which they are enrolled, and getting faculty members to teach at more than one school.

Reynolds's leg trick to dispel rumors that the intention was to find ways to close down part of CUNY, in a move that has been whispered, but not openly discussed, by administrators who worry about the effects of perennial budget cuts. "At no point does this report suggest eliminating programs or the University," Reynolds stated in a letter to college presidents. "Rather, it focuses on providing higher quality education that is accessible to all New Yorkers."

Reynolds empaneled the committee last March to review CUNY's program offerings.

The committee was chaired by President Leon M. Goldstein of Kingsborough Community College and consisted of four college presidents and six professors from throughout the university.

The first barrier was from Baruch College was on the committee.

The committee worked on the premise that enrollment figures would increase by 21 percent in seven years to 246,000.

Impact on Baruch

The report has made implications for Baruch, where the School of Business and Public Administration would generally be strengthened, while some Liberal Arts major programs are threatened. One recommendation that phased out or proliferation of smaller and weaker programs is that his knee cap did not heal properly.

Impact on Baruch Program

The undergraduate Special Education program would be strengthened, as well as the Master's program for School Administration.

By Mohua Mukhopadhyay

Shameek Supreme Allah, Baruch College junior and staff writer for The Ticker, experienced a night he will remember for the rest of his life.

At approximately 11:15 p.m. on December 12, 1992, Shameek, along with his friend Andy Khan, were on their way from Flatbush, Brooklyn, to Baruch College to pick up Andy's father. Khan, driving his father's Nissan Minivan with Shameek in the passengers seat, were traveling in the left lane of the West Side Highway when suddenly a car from the service road made a U-turn and ended up right in front of Shameek's car. In order to prevent a collision with the other car, Khan swerved left and hitting the divider and hitting a lamp post.

In the crash both of Shameek's legs were broken, and therefore could not walk. Shameek crawled to the divider to get away from the on-coming traffic. As Khan called the police, Shameek lay on the ground near the car, while being aided by an off-duty firefighter. Shortly afterwards the police and Emergency Medical Service arrived on the scene. Shameek and Khan were rushed to St. Vincent's Hospital for the next two weeks.

Shameek remained in the hospital, undergoing treatment for broken bones. Khan received treatment and was released from the hospital five days later.

In order to reset the thighbone two metal rods were inserted in the lower part of Shameek's right leg. The rods remained in his right leg for approximately four days. On December 16th, 1992, Shameek had two operations simultaneously. The first operation was performed on his left knee cap. Metal wires were placed around his knee cap in order to help the healing process. The second operation was for his right leg. A metal rod was inserted which ran horizontally through his thigh to support the metal rod and help the bones heal.

"For the three days after the operations, I felt the wires, staples and rods being inserted in me. I also felt the doctors cutting me and my muscles inside me moving. I felt all that for three days," says Shameek. His left leg was put in a cast in order to make sure that his knee cap healed properly.

After the operation, the doctor told Shameek that his knee cap would never completely heal. His knee cap had broken into so many small pieces that the doctor had to remove some of those small pieces. If his knee cap did not heal properly, then they would either put an artificial one in or do nothing at all.

Both Shameek and Khan have made tremendous progress in the past few weeks. Khan has recovered almost except for occasional chest pains. As for Shameek, his left leg is still in a cast and he experiences occasional pain and stiffness of the muscles. Shameek is doing physical therapy.

"I am making real good progress," says Shameek. "My doctor told me [was possible]. I estimate that by March, both of my legs will be more flexible and by the end of March, flexible enough not to use crutches," says Shameek.

Shameek Supreme Allah recovering at home.
We're looking for a lot of good people.

To become a freshman seminar student leader, give us a call.
Ms. Susan Andersen, Room 1747, 360 Park Avenue South, 212-447-3510
Training workshops begin in March.

Talking With The President: An Interview with Simon Herelle

The following interview is the first part of a two-part interview with Simon Herelle, President of Day Student Government. The DSG is the organization that allocates funds to student clubs and programs prior to the College administration. Herelle was elected president by a narrow vote after a tough campaign. In this interview Herelle will address several of the concerns of students and how he and council are addressing these concerns.

Ralph Morrisey: I want to ask you about the first semester and the new administration. How do you think the school has changed?

Simon Herelle: Well, in the middle. Not outrageously good because they tried to spend the majority of that last semester trying to bring government together and didn't really succeed. There was a new group here and my sense was really on being that as well as continuing some of DSG's on external matters. Things like Street Fair and pool sharing for the swimming team which is a related issue. The jury is still out on two of them: Cost sharing and Street Fair.

We are doing a survey to determine the legitimacy of charging students for the cost of that service which is one of the things that are in SONY. In the short run we are looking for alternative funding sources. I thought it was a good idea that President and Student President Matthew Goldstein and another one of the student leaders who agreed to this. I will hold them to it with this semester and we're looking at around $5,000 to $6,000 in new income which will be in our budget. We are trying to make more revenue and cut costs. We have a lot of people who are already in basic items like our costs. We are trying to make sure that the student government is not a drain on that.

Ralph Morrisey: So I think overall, there really isn't anything that's really changed the banner, the way government works and student government. It seems to be an area where we have been able to work better. We are trying to have some kind of a strong student government. It has been signed by some administrators that were previously involved. We will put in place a lot of the programming which was being handled by Auxiliary Enterprises in the past. That programming is going to be used for security. Means in what is going to be shared. I think they are working more closely with the other offices that was previously happening which I think will be more efficient in the future.

RM: There wasn't one big issue. There were a few things that were the biggest issues. There were two things that I think were the biggest issues. One was the parking. The budget cuts that we had that went into effect the Fall of 1993, the change of the parking system. We had to deal with the students who were not happy about it. The other was the change of the staffing of the student government. There was an issue of how to handle the work. What we did was to put in place a lot of the programming which was being handled by Auxiliary Enterprises in the past. That programming is going to be used for security. Means in what is going to be shared. I think they are working more closely with the other offices that was previously happening which I think will be more efficient in the future.

RM: They were not huge. They were not huge, but they were important. The biggest issue was the budget cuts that we had. We had to deal with the students who were not happy about it. The other was the change of the staffing of the student government. There was an issue of how to handle the work. What we did was to put in place a lot of the programming which was being handled by Auxiliary Enterprises in the past. That programming is going to be used for security. Means in what is going to be shared. I think they are working more closely with the other offices that was previously happening which I think will be more efficient in the future.

RM: Yes, I have spoken to President Goldstein about the budget cuts. We have been able to do what we could do to help the students. We were able to help them with their costs. We were able to help them with the parking system. We were able to help them with the staffing of the student government. We were able to help them with the budget cuts. We were able to help them with the staffing of the student government. We were able to help them with the budget cuts. We were able to help them with the staffing of the student government. We were able to help them with the budget cuts. We were able to help them with the staffing of the student government.

RM: I feel that the information was complete in relation to cost sharing and Street Fair. We were pretty much focused upon them. For example, Street Fair was the next step would be a putting of the budget on the ballot for the student government election in the Spring to increase the summer student activity which is currently $0. It has not been raised much.

RM: While we have no intention of raising the parking ortu fee, the summer fee will be a good place to look for that type of revenue. In that sense Government and SFG must be looking towards that to try to bring government together. We have already done these things. We are ahead of the game. We are doing a survey to determine the legitimacy of charging students for the costs of that service which is one of the things that are in SONY. In the short run, we are looking for alternative funding sources. I thought it was a good idea that President and Student President Matthew Goldstein and another one of the student leaders who agreed to this. I will hold them to it with this semester and we're looking at around $5,000 to $6,000 in new income which will be in our budget. We are trying to make more revenue and cut costs. We have a lot of people who are already in basic items like our costs. We are trying to make sure that the student government is not a drain on that.
**Herelle**

Continued from page 3

way after I am gone. I will be attending NYU (Goldstein) action rather than responding to them. So let's not deliver for student life.

RM: People have been speaking to me about different things. One of them is appointment of the executive committees. The president has appointed the people you were supposed to advise. I have heard that the president made an appointment because he had no chance somewhere. For your appointment. Can you clear this up?

SH: This has been totally misconstrued. The position that is being referred to is the position of chairperson of the College Association to which Sylvia Lam was appointed in the Fall semester of '92. It is not my discretion. I have not appointed the position. That position is supposed to be on the ballot and filled during the election. So it was not in my discretion to fill that position. It is an elected position. That position is supposed to be on the ballot and filled during the election. No one contested the position.

SH: The third one turned out to be a real mistake because of the way things were put up. When you hear by the office of Student Development, had the position, had considerable leeway to manipulate from the positions ultimately (to the US) which was in fact wrong. The US constitution says you must appoint someone who is an elected member. The whole gist of having it is for these committees to have someone to listen between us and the committees. The position that was Ashbel Perlle. Ashbel and the position was the responsibility. We understands that it is the College Association's position that the president (Goldstein) shall appoint one. No one contested the position.

SH: Have you appointed anyone to the position of Vice President for Affairs and an alternate member to the University Student Assembly?

RM: Do you have a choice in deciding who is appointed?

SH: I have the power of recommendation. Lam has submitted the position, and I recommended Charles Goldstein as the position. Charles Goldstein took into consideration the recommendations and appointed. He is the president of the College Association. So far he's not hearing that the president.

During my tenure in the DSOG and this is my second year here. I have not provided the policy of substituting jackets for the members. No big deal. I think it's a good policy. I think it is in favor of doing. People sometimes come here every club hours every month of the semester. For instance, if you have to pay to do your thing and they get their energy. I think it is to ask for a 10 per cent subsidy (at least). DSOG is not paying for the jacket that students are sending the jacket.

RM: What is the cost of the jacket?

SH: $145, that is the jacket with the DSOG logo and your name on the shirt.

RM: How much does it cost to get the jacket without the logo or the subsidy and picks coat of the standard DSOG logo, it is $70 of the subsidy. At last meeting she had provided the policy of substituting jackets for the members. If you had gotten the jacket at a cheaper price than there was nothing you could do the ordering of the jackets which I thought was sensible. Don't penalize other people. So F-K it. Which is what they had basically done. I see no reason for doing it besides malfeasance on her part.

RM: Malfeasance towards you or towards council?

SH: Malfeasance towards the council. I am a member. I was here last year. Last year, it was basically saying I don't want the jacket without the logo because it doesn't make the fashion statement that I wanted to make. With regard to how much (tape continued) I have to pay for the subsidy. The committee has in excess of $20,000 that was approved by the appeals budget. Last semester half of that amount was passed in appeals budget up to $10,000. At the last meeting of the Council in the Fall semester the additional DSOG subsidy was not paid. So currently the appeals budget has in excess of $15,000 to work with. That doesn't mean they have to use all of it, but should be used there, clearly they have to.

RM: Going back to Street Forum. When you said about it last semester you said that you were trying to get funding from the Alumni Association, not from the DSOG, not from Goldstein, and merchants in the area. How is that going?

RM: I meet with Sam Johnson and Dan Conroy. This was the second meeting. I mean I met with Dan and with Derrick on the first meeting. I think the treasurer is partly a trump of the formative of Street Forum. So far he is the last meeting. When I met with them it seemed favorable to receive funding from the college, from the college, the decision is with President Goldstein.

The chair of the student affairs committee of the Alumni Association submitted a proposal to him. On February 26, the Alumni Association will look at this meeting. The treasurer made very little comment on how much funding can come. I take (tape interrupted) I have representatives that Goldstein took into the meeting. The Baruch College Council will find the final result of the arm of the Alumni Association and the guys with the deep pockets and we also requested funding from the community. I think that is a very important thing. It is not necessary to have the endorsements of the entire community. I am trying to do this.

RM: About Asian, Caribbean, Hispanic Weeek and the History month. How much are looking at the budget for?

SH: Appeals at the last meeting of the spring semester...
THE FIRST STOP TO INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE!!

Baruch College Bookstore
3rd Park Avenue South

How To Manage Your Club/Organization?
DATE: Wednesday, February 17
TIME: 1:00 - 3:00pm
LOCATION: Student Center, Rm 302

Leadership: Are You Trainable?
Learn what the components of leadership are and how to enhance your leadership skills.
DATE: Wednesday, March 3
TIME: 1:00 - 2:30pm
LOCATION: Student Center, Oak Lounge

Develop Your Leadership Style
Overcome your style of leadership and what is seen in the real world.
DATE: Wednesday, March 10
TIME: 1:00 - 2:30pm
LOCATION: Student Center, Oak Lounge

Resume Writing Workshop
This workshop will offer some ideas and techniques on how to write a resume. There will be someone to answer questions.
DATE: Wednesday, March 17
TIME: 1:00 - 2:30pm
LOCATION: Student Center, Rm 302

Interview Techniques
Learn how to sell yourself. This workshop will give you some ideas on how to interview. Mock interviews will also be conducted.
DATE: Wednesday, March 31
TIME: 1:00 - 2:30pm
LOCATION: Student Center, Rm 302

TIAA Group Insurance:
The Smart Relationship.

Now you can come with a lifetime warranty.
So many things come with a lifetime warranty. At TIAA, we want you to be one of them.

That's why we created Group Life and Long-Term Disability Insurance for the educational community. These plans can provide additional financial security as well as excellent benefits like paycheck protection, continued contributions toward retirement, Social Security assistance and expert claims service.

To find out more about how you can give yourself the best lifetime protection, call your benefits office and ask about us. At TIAA, we think everyone should be guaranteed for life.

TIAA Group Insurance:
The Smart Relationship.

Come join the exciting world of The Ticker

Thursday, February 11
24th St. Office Rm 337 (3rd flr.)
1:15 p.m.

Where deadlines, headlines, quotes, gossip, funky people, free movie previews, long layout hours, MacIntosh, Pagemaker and lazy reporters are a common phenomenon.

"Anyone and anything is invited to eat our food and drink our soda," said Rafael A. Martinez, editor in chief of The Ticker.
A Bright Idea?

For too long, CUNY has been seen as a place where students could go to get a good education. But now, more and more Liberal Arts department. The enlargement of the business departments would be a step forward. It is important to never forget that CUNY is facing budget cuts and a possible tuition increase (even though it is still a concern). Student costs that students will incur when commuting between college campuses. Given the lower and working class make-up of the CUNY student body, this is not a minor concern. It is time to look for ways to improve what it does best. The one caveat for this is to be cautious when considering budget cuts and a possible tuition increase.

A new plan developed by the School of Business and Public Administration, the School of Law, and the School of Education and Educational Services, could become the Baruch College of Business and Public Affairs. This plan would allow for a more focused, Liberal Arts department. The enlargement of the business departments would be a step forward. It is important to never forget that CUNY is facing budget cuts and a possible tuition increase (even though it is still a concern). Student costs that students will incur when commuting between college campuses. Given the lower and working class make-up of the CUNY student body, this is not a minor concern. It is time to look for ways to improve what it does best. The one caveat for this is to be cautious when considering budget cuts and a possible tuition increase.

Religiously Speaking

First Amendment Fault

To the Editor:

Not that he is the president of a church and state and made the statement at an editorial board meeting, the messages of the New York Times newspaper on social issues. He is, however, a Black nationalist who sees black nationalism as a way to organize people to work together.

Therefore, I would appreciate your efforts at redirecting Mr. Alcalá's efforts to helping people who are not in control of their own lives but who would prove more beneficial to our community as a whole.

Baruch College

A Professor Remembered

To the Editor:

I am a former student of the late Professor Dr. Edward Sowell. Dr. Sowell distinguished himself in the field of history and literature, and his students were always encouraged to think for themselves. Even in his later years, he continued to teach and inspire his students to think critically.

Sowell was an American historian and author known for his work on Southern history and African-American issues. He taught at the University of Wisconsin-Madison for many years and was also a frequent speaker at conferences and symposiums on race and ethnicity.

Sowell was a prolific writer, with numerous books and articles to his credit. He was also a respected scholar and his work has been widely recognized.

The Nation

Op-Eds

The Editor-in-Chief of The Ticker is ultimately responsible for any article that is published, and therefore reserves the right to publish or not to publish an article on any given subject. This includes the right to override decisions made by the board of publication of the Ticker. The Editor-in-Chief also has the authority to determine the content of the publication and to ensure that it is in line with the mission of the newspaper.

Op-Ed and Letter Policy

The Editor-in-Chief of The Ticker is ultimately responsible for any article that is published, and therefore reserves the right to publish or not to publish an article on any given subject. This includes the right to override decisions made by the board of publication of the Ticker. The Editor-in-Chief also has the authority to determine the content of the publication and to ensure that it is in line with the mission of the newspaper.

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, seven times a semester, by The Ticker editorial staff at the Baruch College of Business and Public Administration.

Quotes of the Fortnight

"Don't penalize other people for your f-k up!" - Simon Flaherty, deputy director of the Day Student Senate, Government

"I am making good progress, more than my Dr. told me [was possible]." - Shameek Supreme Allah, regarding his accident
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WELCOME TO HELL!

By Chanize Thorpe

I tried to be optimistic. It would be a piece of cake. Registering for those little classes shouldn’t be a problem, right? Wrong. I made the classic mistake of believing in the school system. But first, let’s backtrace to the beginning of my registration hell.

January 7

There’s a slight ease of panic seeping through my body. I have not yet received my registration materials. Everyone else has. Could there be anything going on (interrupted by now) and they happily tell me that there’s a stop on my registration. However, if I can get the problem fixed, I can register on the 13th. OK, no problem. Next on the line is the Skills Assessment office. Seems that I have to re-take the math skills test. It was given in December. That tells me I can take the test in the 13th. I’m still register on the 13th. I think the Skills Assessment office gives me a pass. I can’t even register on the 13th. January 14

Good news! I have passed the exam and am receiving the registration stuff that I have been granted entry into the registration system. Proceed, excited my classes aren’t closed.

4:00 p.m.

Closed. Closed. Closed. Closed. Yes, my previous optimism has been shattered like a pane of stained glass. smugly, I might add. Limping my way through my body.

The big payoff!

By Rafael A. Martorino

The first annual Freshman Orientation Banquet was held on January 13 to award 20 students who have worked in the Freshman Orientation program as student leaders.

Susan Andreson, the co-ordinator of Helpline, began the ceremony by thanking all those who have made the event possible. "We've learned a lot about what it means to be a student leader," said Olivares.

The ceremony, according to Andreson, was held to recognize and thank the students for their help and support in the Freshman Orientation program for the fall semester of 1992.

Andreson, in a speech after the ceremony, said that although student leaders were the ones who had been promoting the club, students quickly realized they would be only the first step in a long journey of leadership for the club.

"It's important to realize that leadership is a process, and we try to help our students take that process," said Andreson.

Olivares believes that keeping the Dominican culture alive is essential to maintaining the club. He also spoke of the importance of having students involved in the club, and how it can help them gain perspective on their own culture.

Olivares said that the membership of the club is diverse, with students from different nationalities, backgrounds, and cultures. "We try to live by cultivating our Dominican culture and at the same time teach others about it," said Olivares.

The club is open to all students, and Olivares said that it is important for students to participate not only in parties but also in social events and club activities. He also spoke of the importance of having clear understanding of the club's goals and expectations.
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ATTENTION LOVERS!

On February 24, The Ticker will once again run its (in)famous

VALENTINE CENTERFOLD

Submit your Valentine messages* to The Ticker in Room 301F, Student Center, or mail it to us at:
137 E. 22 St., New York, NY 10010

First come, first served!!

*Limit 2 messages per contributor. In keeping with our tradition, messages will run uncensored. The editors would like to request that contributors exercise discretion.

Present this coupon for $5.00 off your purchase at Barnes & Noble
Minimum purchase $100
Valid February 1 through February 15, 1993
Good only at Barnes & Noble Main Store, 105 Fifth Avenue

What to use when your term paper's still not finished but your printer is.
Where the Hell is Sports?

By Kevin Crespi

Yes, The Ticker does have a Sports section and Baruch does have sports teams. You might not have guessed it by reading The Ticker because there was no sports editor for the fall semester.

That has changed now as I am the new sports editor. While we were away Baruch sports went on as usual, albeit without any coverage. The men's sports teams: soccer, volleyball, basketball, tennis, baseball, and fencing and the women's sport teams: volleyball, basketball, tennis, fencing, and cross country (track) played their regular schedule.

Along with covering the Baruch sports teams this section will try to keep the Baruch community updated on professional sports, sports events between clubs, and the different sport facilities offered at Baruch. Such are: the weight room, swimming pool, basketball and volleyball courts, as well as the physical education courses being offered.

February Schedule for Baruch Sports Teams

| Men's Basketball Schedule - Head Coach: Ray Rankis |
| Home Games played at: Xavier High School 30 W. 16th St. |
| Date | Opponent | Site | Time |
| Wed. 3 | York | Home | 7:00 pm |
| Fri. 5 | Hunter | Away | 7:30 pm |
| Mon. 8 | John Jay | Home | 7:00 pm |
| Thur. 11 | Pratt | Away | 7:30 pm |
| Mon. 15 | Medgar Evers | Home | 7:00 pm |
| Fri. 19-Wed. 24 | CUNY TOURNAMENT | TBA |

| Women's Basketball Schedule - Coach: Penny Weiner |
| Home Games played at: 6th Flr Gym 17 Lex. Ave |
| Date | Opponent | Site | Time |
| Mon. 8 | John Jay | Home | 5:00 pm |
| Wed. 10 | Medgar Evers | Away | 5:00 pm |
| Fri. 12 | Vassar | Away | 6:00 pm |
| Thu. 18-Wed. 24 | CUNY TOURNAMENT | TBA |

| Men's Fencing Schedule - Coach: Vladimir Gofman |
| Home Matches played at: J 7 Lex. Ave Room 1125 |
| Date | Opponent | Site | Time |
| Sat. 13 | Vassar | Vassar | 10:00 am |
| Thur. 18 | CCNY | Vassar | 7:00 pm |
| Sat. 20 | Bard | Home | 2:00 pm |

| Women's Fencing Schedule - Coach: Vladimir Gofman |
| Home Matches played at: 17 Lex. Ave. Room 1125 |
| Date | Opponent | Site | Time |
| Sat. 13 | Vassar/Steven Tech | Vassar | 10:00 am |
| Sat. 20 | Bard | Home | 2:00 pm |
| Sat. 27 | NIWFA | Vassar | |

NEW YORK'S TOP COMPANIES ARE LOOKING TO HIRE... 

Juniors, Seniors, Grad Students Welcome to the Job Fair Everyone's Talking About!

Come meet dozens of companies that want to hire - all in one day! Proper business attire required. Bring your resume, and your best presentation to:

The Ramada Hotel Pennsylvania (formerly NY Penta) 33rd St. & 7th Ave.
Tuesday, February 9, 1993 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Five Dollar Admission